
 

Compound Words 

 
Task A: Match the words to create compound words. Write them on the lines. 
  

        

sun  shell  ___________________  

class  books  ___________________  

dragon  chair  ___________________  

fire  room  ___________________  

egg  fly  ___________________  

lip  ground  ___________________  

arm  works  ___________________  

door  rise  ___________________  

play  mat  ___________________  

note  stick  ___________________  

        
 

Task B: Use the compound words to complete the sentences. 

1. My grandmother needed a new __________________ to sit in. 

2. The __________________ was always busy with children on the weekends. 

3. A __________________ landed on the lily pad. 

4. Penny painted a face on an empty __________________. 

5. The loud sound of the __________________ frightened some dogs. 

6. Mr West asked the children to take out their __________________. 

7. Lindsey placed a __________________ at the entrance to her house. 

8. The ladies put on their __________________ in front of the mirror. 

9. The family woke early to see the beautiful __________________. 

10. The children had to stay inside the __________________ because of the rain. 
 



 

Compound Words Answers 

 
Task A: Match the words to create compound words. Write them on the lines. 
  

        

sun  shell  eggshell  

class  books  notebooks  

dragon  chair  armchair  

fire  room  classroom  

egg  fly  dragonfly  

lip  ground  playground  

arm  works  fireworks  

door  rise  sunrise  

play  mat  doormat  

note  stick  lipstick  

        
 

Task B: Use the compound words to complete the sentences. 

1. My grandmother needed a new armchair to sit in. 

2. The playground was always busy with children on the weekends. 

3. A dragonfly landed on the lily pad. 

4. Penny painted a face on an empty eggshell. 

5. The loud sound of the fireworks frightened some dogs. 

6. Mr West asked the children to take out their notebooks. 

7. Lindsey placed a doormat at the entrance to her house. 

8. The ladies put on their lipstick in front of the mirror. 

9. The family woke early to see the beautiful sunrise. 

10. The children had to stay inside the classroom because of the rain. 
  


